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Abstract- In this paper we discuss results from a recent high 
fidelity simulation of air traffic control operations with 
automated separation assurance in the presence of weather and 
timl'-constraints. We report findings from a human-in-thc .. ·loop 
study conducted in the Airspace Operations Laboratory (AOL) 
at the NASA Ames Research Center. During four afternoons in 
early 2010, fifteen active and recently retired air traffic 
controllers and supervisors controlled high levels of traffic in a 
highly automated environment during three-hour long scenarios, 
For each scenario, twelve air traffic controllers operated eight 
sector positions in two air traffic control areas and were 
supervised by three front line managers, Controllers worked one-
hour shifts, were relieved by other controllers, took a 3D-minute 
break, and worked another one-hour shift. On average, hvice 
today's traffic density was simulated with more than 2200 
aircraft per traffic scenario. The scenarios were designed to 
create peaks and valleys in traffic density, growing and decaying 
convective weather areas, and expose controllers to heavy and 
light metering conditions. This design enabled an initial look at a 
broad spectrum of workload, challenge, boredom, and fatigue in 
an othen\'ise uncharted territory of future operations. In this 
paper we report human/system integration aspects, safety and 
emciency results as well as airspace throughput, workload, and 
operational acceptability. \Ve conclude that. 'with further 
refinements. air tramc control operations 'with ground-based 
automated separation assurance can be an effective and 
acct.'ptable means to routinely provide very high traffic 
throughput in the ell route airspace. 
Keyword.... separation, trajectories. allt()mation, :VextGen, 
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I. I:'-iTIU)lJLCT!ON 
In this paper we discuss results from a recent high lidclity 
simulation of air traffic control (ATe) operations with 
automated separation assurance in the presence or \veathcr and 
time-constraints. The primary purpose of automating separation 
assurance is to enable air traffic controllers to manage much 
higher trai'nc densities than today. By eliminating airspacc 
capacity constraints resulting from controller workload 
limitations, automation f()r separation management can reduce 
the need for costly traffIC management initiatives. Today, 
\'vh~never i.m traffic demand exceeds capacity. traffic 
management initiatives arc put in place to reduce the number of 
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aircralt entering congested sectors. In many cases demand is 
reduced by holding aircraft at their depanure airports. These 
ground stops avoid burning exira fuc! and polluting the 
environment unnecessarily. However, ground delay programs 
onen have a severe impact on airline schedules and 
inconvenience many passengers. When delays arc taken in 
flight the aircraH t1y longer routes than necessary, which 
increases the cost and the environmental impact of each flight. 
The weather impact on airspace throughput oilen ripple:-> 
through 1he National Airspace System (NAS) and results in 
inefficiencies, long delays, and increased cost. 
New approaches to scparation management can help 
alleviate some of these problems. Increasing airspace capacity 
by automating separation assurance has been studied in some 
detail over the past decade. Ground-based and airborne 
concepts involve nc\v automation capabilities and new 
procedures for the human participants. either controllers or 
pilots. The primary difTerence between ground-based and 
airborne concepts lies in the location of these changes: in 
ground-based ATe f~lciJities !Il the first concept. and 
distributed among aircraft in the other. In the concept ground-
hased automated separation assurance [I Jf2] (,ground-based 
concept'), ground-based automation and air traffic controllers 
manage the separation between all aircraft within a defined 
airspace. In the concept airhorne rrqjec/O!y managemew wilh 
sell-separation [3]. the pilot manages the separation f()r his or 
her aircraft supporh':d by an onboard Airborne Separation 
Assistance System (ASAS). Detailed descriptions and 
comparisons of both concepts can be found in f4] and ils 
associated rc!erences. In this paper, we will only discuss the 
ground-based approach studied in this simulation. 
In the ground-based concept. air tramc control automation 
supporfS and enables the controller to manage more aircrall 
within the same airspace than today by having the automation, 
-not the air traffic con1roller- monitor trame j()f potential 
eontlicts. Additionally, the automation conducts many 
workload-intensive routine tasks such as transferring ownership 
and communication frequencies between air lraf'fie control 
sectors. Relieved of these tasks. controllers can conct:mrate on 
managing the non-routine operations thaI ofTen require human 
intelligence. ingenuity. and experience. As a result, more 
aircraH can be con1rolled within a given airspace, Airspact: 
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saiuration occurs: at higher trallle levels than today resulting in 
fewer aircral1 reroutes and ground-stops. !'vlore aircraft get 
their most cilicient, user-preferred 'green' trajectories. 
Passengers experience less delay on busy travel and/or bad 
weather days, 
The paper is organized as follows: First. we describe the 
operational concept, and thcn state the research questions of 
interest for the current study. Ncxt, we describe the method, 
prl'scnt the results and discuss key findings< Finally. we outline 
future work and slate our main conclusions. 
IJ. OPERATIONAL (\),\!(,[P'j 
Ground~based automated separation assurance is a concept 
Ihat involves a centralized system with ground-side automation 
components that monitor and/or manage nominal trajectory-
based operations of equipped aircran. while the controller 
handles on:nominal operations. provides additional services. 
and makes decisions when human involvement is needed [2]. 
The separation responsibility resides with the Air Navigation 
Service Providl'r (ANSP). here meaning both lhe air traf11c 
controller and the ground-based automation. The primary 
difference to today's system is that the ground-based 
automation is responsible for conflict detection, and separation 
assurance automation generates and sends conflict resolution 
trajectories automatically via data link to the aircraft. The 
controller is involved in routine conflict resolutions only when 
the automatic trajectory ehangl' would impose excessive delay 
or a drastic altitude change. The Hight crews' responsibilities 
related to separation assurance do not change from current 
operations. 
A. !:-nabfinr; Environment 
The concept of automated separation assurance is enabled 
by integrating controller \vorkstations, ground-based 
automation, data link, Flight Management System (FMS) 
automation and night deck interfaces. The ground automation 
creates, maintains, and communicates trajectories lor each 
night. The air tramc environment is generally in line with the 
mid- to far-term environment for the en route airspace outlined 
by the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) r5j. The 
ft~l1owing characteristics arc assumed: each aircraH entering the 
airspace is cquipped \vith an FMS that meets a required 
navigation perfonnam;e (RNP) value of 1.0 and has integrated 
data !ink f(w mute modiJlcations, frequency changes, cruise 
altitudes, and climb, cruise. and descent speeds similar to 
current-day Future Air Navigation System (FANS) technology. 
Data link is the primary mcans of communication, and all 
ain:raH arc cleared to proceed. climb, cruise and descend via 
their nominal or up linked trajectories. High accuracy 
surveillance information for position and speed is provided via 
Automatic Dependent Surveillance Broadcast (ADS-B) or a 
comparable source. In order to reduce m~jectory uncerlainiil's. 
FMS values for climb. cruise, and descent speeds, as well as 
weight. are cnmmunicated to the ATe system. The goal is to 
make conilict detection highly reliable and to detect trajectory-
based conflicts with sufficient time beit)re any predicted initial 
Loss Of Separation (LOS), However. some sources of 
tn~jectory uncertainties remain. including night technical 
diJ1erences, trajectory mismatches between the air and the 
ground, inaccurate perHmnancc estimates. and inaccurate 
\veathcr forecasts used by the air and the ground automation. A 
conii)J"!l1ance monitoring function detects on:trajectory 
operations and {riggers an ofT-trajectoty connict probe. The 
trajectory generation function used for conl1ic! resolution and 
all trajectory planning provides FMS compatible and Joadablc 
trajectories. These trajectories account for nominal 
transmission and execution delays associated \vilh data link 
messaging. Automated trajectory-bascd conflict resolutions arc 
generated f()f connicts with more than three minutes to initial 
LOS. When connicts arc detected with less time be10re LOS. 
an automated tactical conflict avoidance function generates 
heading changes and sends them to the night deck vm a 
separate high-priority data link connection (e.g. Mode-S» 
B. Roles und Rc.';]Jonsihilities 
The ANSP is responsible it)!' maintaining safe separation 
between aircraH. The ground automation is responsible for 
detecting 'strategic' medium-term conflicts (typically up 10 15 
minutes) bet\veen all trajectories and for monitoring the 
compliance status of all aircraft relative to their reference 
lrajectory. The ground automation is also responsible for 
detecting 'tactical' short-tenn conflicts (typically less than 3 
minutes) between all aircraft. The automation sends connict 
resolutions automatically via data link to the aircraft whenever 
predefined tolerances on delay. lateral path, and altitude change 
arc not cx:ceede(t Whenever the ground automation cannot 
resolve a eonniet without controller involvement, it must alert 
the controller with enough time to make an informed decision 
and keep the aircraH safely separated. Likewise. the ground 
automation is also responsible for alerting controllers to other 
problems and exceptional situations. 
Controllers supervise the automation and arc responsible 
ii)r making decisions on all situations that the automation. 
flight cre\vs or other ANSP operators (i.e., other controllers or 
traffic managers) present to them. Additionally, they provide 
service in time-based metering and weather avoidance 
operations" Issuing control instructions to non data-link~ 
equipped aircraft is also the responsibility of tile controller. The 
controller can use contlict detection and resolution automation 
to generate new trajectories for any aircraft. Controllers usc 
data link to communicate with equipped aircraft and voice to 
communicate with non-data~1ink-cquipped ajrcrail. 
Flight crews arc responsible for following their uplinked (or 
initially preferred) trajectory within defined tolerances and fi:Jr 
the sale conduct of their night (like today). Flight crews can 
dO\vnlink trajectory-change requests at any time. The ground 
automation !;robes requested trajectories t(}r conflicts without 
involving the contmller. If the requeskd trajectory is connie! 
tree, the automation uplinks an approval message, otherwise it 
alerts the controller that there is a trajectory request to be 
reviewed. 
C Air hajtic Controlier Workstdtiull 
Fig. I depicts (he air traffic controller \vorkstation prototype 
designed ti)r the above distribution of roles and responsibilities 
and used for the -:urrent study. Aircraft that were managed by 
the automation within the (ontrolll'r's sector had a brighter icon 
than th.: aircraft outside that area, which were dimmed. 
Additional information in data lags and colors were used to 
draw the controller's attention to a specific problem. I"he 
display was designed for general situation awareness 
:md _ managcment by exception. The sector displayed 
111 Fig. I contained approximately three limes as 
many aircratl as can be controlled within this sector 
in currcnt day operations. All functions for conflict 
detection and resolution. trajectory planning. and 
routine operations were directly accessible from the 
controller display. Translc; of control and 
communication between sectors was conducted bv 
the automation. Nominally, aircraH were displayed a~'i 
chevrons with altitudes. a design originally developed 
[or cockpit displays of traffic !nf(xmation [6]. Traffic 
conflict information. hazard penetration, and metering 
infi)mlatlon was presented where applkablc. Full data 
tags were only displayed in short-term conflict 
situations. or when the controller selected them 
manually. Time-based metering was supported via 
time lines and metcr lists. The time lines showed 
ain.:rafts· estimated and scheduled arrival times at 
specific fixes. usually meter fixes into congested 
airports, 
The controllcr could request trajectories to avoid 
tranic conHicts and weather hazards and to meet time 
constraints via various easy-lo-usC mechanisms using 
keyboard entries, data tag items, the conflict list, or 
the timeline. The automated trajectory-based conflict 
resolutions were generated by an auto resolver module 
originally developed as part of the Advanced 
Airspace Concept [7]. When initiated by the controller, the 
automatically generated trajectory became a _provisional !-rial-
plan trajectory (e.g .. the cyan line in Fig. 1). The controller 
could then modi fy and/or uplink the trf~ieclory constraints to 
the aircraft. The automation immediately probed all trajectory 
changes for conflicts and the tools provided real-time conf1i~t 
feedback when used interactively. 
When a conflict was predicted to occur within less than 
three minutes to LOS, the Tl:Ictical Separation Assisted Flie.ht 
Environment (TSAFE) [KJ function was activated, which 
computed heading changes lor one or both of the aircraH 
involved in the conflict. In the CU1Tenl study, the automation 
automatically scnt the heading changc-(s) at two minutes to 
predicted LOS. This heading change solved the immediate 
conflict, but len the aircralt in 'free track' with no trajectOly to 
the destination, requiring the controller to use the trial planning 
tools to creat!: and send a new trajectory to the aircraft. 
III. PROBLFM 
Prototype technologies fiJr ground-based automated 
separation assuram;t:: have been developed and studied in ntSI~ 
time and real-time simulations as well as in laboratory analyses 
e)f real air trame data lCeds f91110]111]. The resufts to date 
indicate that building these technologies fIX operational usc is 
challenging but achievable. Part-task studic8 of controllers and 
pilots interacting with existing displays and conlrols as well as 
prototypes of fl!turc systc:ms have also ShO\Vll promising results 
tmvards developing usable and useful operator intcrhlcCs [2 J, 
~-Iowcvcr, 10 our knowledge there has been no attempt to 
lHvestigatc the impact and effectiveness of high Iv automated air 
tnlffic control as a routine operating mode in' the air trank 
Figure 1. Control!eT dispby designed fix alltomated sc:paratioll aSSUfilIlCC. 
control room. Little to nothing is known about whether these 
operations can create a safe and acceptable \vork environment 
for air traffic controllers and front line managers. Ho\v do 
controllers coordinate? How do they chang; shilts'? What 
infimnation do they need to communicate to each other? It is 
also not knO\vn whether the approach can be effective when 
there arc Irequcntly twice as many aircraft as today in the 
airspace. What if this airspace is impacted by rapidly changing 
\vl\lther conditions? What if many aircrall have 10 be 
transitioned into busy airp0l1s? < 
The purpose of the research described here was to get a Jlrsl 
!ook at simulated Iflr-term control room operations with 
automated air traffic control, in the presence or weather and 
time constraints. The studv was designed to provide earlY 
insigh1s and initial answer; to some (~f the questions posc~l 
above. We summarize the primarY research question as 
I{Jllows: Can air tn{/lic control ()per(~!ions 1-ritl! ground-hased 
alilomafed separation aSSlfrall('(:' he an cffCe/ii'e and accepJah!c 
means 10 roufine~r /u'm'idc high fralfie fhroughpuf in Ihe ell 
rOUfe airspace? 
IV. MITHOD 
. The method was to run a high lidclity human-in-the-!oop 
SImulation of air traffic control operalinl1s with ground~based 
automated separation assurance. During the simulation. traffic 
at much higher densities than today transitioncd the airspace 
and had to be sequenced into various nearby airports. The 
operations were sllstained for mul!ip!c hours and impacted bv 
convective weather cells that gre\v. decayed <lnd moved. This 
long run duration with realistic \\ieather scen~irios \vas chosen 
to ohserve operational aspects that are no! represented in 
typical shorter simulations. such as .;hill changes, stress. 
boredom, and ifltigue. Descriptions of the experiment design, 
airspace, apparatus, participants. and procedures tollow. 
A. Experiment Design 
The experiment was designed as an exploratory study rather 
than a format evaluation. Controllers operated in a 
comprehensive work environment that required them to 
perfoml a wide range of air frame control tasks. Three 
parameters were varied: (l) trame demand on the airspace, (2) 
traffic demand on the metering fixes, and (3), convective 
weather situation. 
The operator stations, tools, and function aiiocation stayed 
constant throughout all runs. Trame demand on airspace and 
metering fixes was varit->d \vithin and between runs, with two 
basic tramc scel1arlos: (1) a Light Metering scenario with 2216 
aircraft, moderate arrival flows with little meter delay and (2) a 
Heavy Metering scenario with 3060 aircraft, dense arrival 
flows allen requiring more than five minutes of meter delays to 
he absorbed. Two different weather scenarios were used, where 
thc convective weather was growing or decaying within half of 
each scenario and absent during the other half. This resulted in 
lour different challengiilg traffic, weather and metering 
problems designed to stimulate a 'wide range of controller 
activities related to air traffic control and coordination. Each 
scenario lasted for three hours and for ;:tnalysis purposes cat) be 
divided into three consecutive one~hour long phases. Each 
phase was a combination of a light or heavy metering situation 
and the presence or absence of growing or decaying weather. 
Table 1 shows the design and run schedule. 
Dayl Day2 Day3 Day4 
starting to grow in Phase 2, impacting thrt:e se\:tors with the 
most impacted sector reaching 17')/() \veather coverage. In Phase 
3, wcather kept growing. impacted livt: sectors and covered up 
to 27(J/() orthc airspace in the sector impacted mosl. 
B. Airspdcc 
fhe simulation was situated in the central United States and 
covered t:ight high altitude sectors: four on the eastern side of 
Kansas Cily Cenler (ZKe) and rour on the western side of 
Indianapolis Center (ZID), as shown in Fig. 2. To create 
challenging metering problems, arrivals into various airports 
were scheduled over certain meter !ixes such that they could 
conduct optimum profik desct:nts from the en rOUle airspa\,:e. 
Airports \vith meter fix lime constraints included UNA, CVG. 
MSI'. ORD. SDF. and STL. 
Separation Assurance :1 
Figure 2. Tes! Airspace. 
Figur~ 3. Stene from simulation (Ligh! Metering, growin)! weather). 
Fig. 3 shows a scene as it was displayed on an overhead 
projector in the ZID control room during Phase 3 on Day 1 of 
the simulation. Weather impacted four sectors, two of them 
severely, forcing controllers to route the traffic around the 
weather cells. In this situation the weather coveraQe of liD XO 
was about 20%. which made about half the sector ~nusablc. 
C Apparatus 
The simulation was conducted in the Airspace Operations 
Laboratory (AOL) at the NASA Ames Research Center [II]. 
The AOL's Multi Aircralt Control System (MACS) software 
was used lor all simulation and rapid prototyping activities 
fI2]. MACS provides high-fidelity display emulations for air 
traffic controllers and managers as we! I as user interfaces and 
displays Cor confederate pilots and night crnv participants. 
experiment managers, analysts, and observers. Scenario and 
target generation capabilities are also built into MACS. which 
were llsed to generate and run the traffic and weather problems. 
MAC'S' integrated data collection system \vas used to collect 
the quantitative measures of interest at each operator station as 
well as overall trank progression, including aircraft states, 
conflicts. and sector counts. 
In order to provide the required automation support to the 
controller, a new NcxtGcn ATC workstation prototype \vas 
devdoped based on an emulation of the operational en route 
controller system. The workstation provided uccess to key 
functions that supported the operator in managing high IraHic 
densities en~ctivc!y. rig. I earlit:r in this papt:r shows the 
Figure 4. Air traffic control room in the- ;\OL. 
controller display as implemented in MACS and used for this 
research. 
For this study, the AOL was configured with two 
participant control rooms, each hosting the four air trank 
control sector positions and onc supervisor position in ZID and 
ZKC. respectively. Fig. 4 shows one of the air traffic control 
rooms with four radar positions and the supervisor workstation. 
Each workstation displayed one sector that was worked by a 
single radar (R-Side) controller. 
D. Participants 
Six active FAA front line managers that were certified as 
current on the radar position \vere complemented by six 
recently retired air traffic controllers and Qne supervisor from 
Oakland Center. Together, they statTed the eight air trallic 
control and lv,"o area supervisor positions in the two air tramc 
control rooms. Three additional conf"Cderate controllers worked 
the lramc flow-s into and out of the test sectors, and ten general 
aviation pilots served as pseudo pilots, who operated the 
simulated tramc. 
E. E'fJerimental Procedure 
Al1er three days of training, data were collected during the 
afternoons on four consecutive days; \vhen a three-hour long 
scenario with either 2,216 or 3,060 aircratl \vas run. In each 
nm, !()Uf teams of three controllers rotated through two 
neighboring sectors, so that each controller worked each sedor 
!()r one hour. The rotation was scheduled such that a controller 
had a 30 minute break after each shiH and was therefore never 
on position for longer than one hour. ShiH changes were 
scheduled and posted in the control room and the break room. 
During each shifl change. the outgoing controller briefed the 
incoming controller. who then signed into the workstation. 
System data as well as user inputs were recorded with the 
MACS data collection system. At three-minute intervals 
throughout each run, participants were prompt cd visually and 
audibly to rate their perceived workload. The position-relief 
briefings were recorded with the voice communication system. 
The sign-in!sign-out process at the shift change electronically 
precisely recorded the time at which a new operator took over a 
position. At the end of shins in the first two phases of each 
aJternoon the outgoing participants responded to a ::;hort 
questionnaire in the break room, After Phase 3, all participants 
completed a more comprehensive post-run questionnaire that 
incJudcd items on function allocation .. All questionnaires (post~ 
shill, post-run. and post-simulation) were posted electronic,ally. 
In this section. we present results on airspace capacity and 
throughput, controller workload, safety, efficiency. 
acceptubility, and fundion allocation. 
A. A inpacc Capacity and Throughput 
Table 2 presents the mean aircraft count pcr sector within 
thc cight-scctor test airspace f()r the three phases of each run 
accompunied by the standard deviations. The results show thaI' 
the mean number of aire-rall in each sector was much higher 
than is experienced today. particularly for the counts in Phases 
2 and ~. Table 2 also shows that the weather had little impact 
011 the aircraft count, indicating that high throughput was 
maintained in the presence of weatheL The peak aircraft count 
in the peak sector within the test area provides a more striking 
depiction of the elevated traffic levels that were experienced 
and managed by the participants. 
TABLE 2. Mr AS A\R(',c\vr Couvr I't'R T!'~T SLc) OR FOR TH!- L!(,fI1 ,\'\0 
HEAVV MFITRlS(, COM)lT!O~~. 
Fig. 5 presents time-series plots of the peak aircrall counts 
10 the peak sectors within the ZKC and ZID test areas 
throughout the three-hour runtime in the Heavy Metering 
condition that show the detailed characteristics of the Irdffic 
load. It shows that in the ZKC area, there \vcre seclors that 
experienced aircraft counts between 40 and 50 lor sustained 
periods of time. and one sector in particular in ZID experienced 
counts above 60 aircraft As a reference point. today the peak 
aircraft count f()f these sectors is not supposed to exceed the 
Monitor Alert PanHlleter (MAP) of I X aircr:_llt 
Time (min) 
Fif!.ure 5 Peak airrmft nllll1h for the /XC and lID lC;,t <ll-Ch 
m fhe !--k;n y !Vkknng condition 
H. ('ontmller Workload 
I j Real-lime Ratings 
The real-time workload rating:' were on an interval scale 
from one to ~ix. with six representing the highest level of 
workload possible, Fig. 6 pre~ents the overall mcan workload 
rcported by the R~side test participants in each o1'thc Metering~ 
Weather conditions across the three phases o1'c3ch nln. 
tight M.t.>ri",. Us:htM.t"ring" H • ...,., M.t"'ling" Huvy M<>tiIl1lt>g. 
Growmg Wl<; O"'<;ay/<I& W,. Grow"'1l W/f. ~Uylrli w,. 
Figure 6. :vkan reported w<.)rkload for each ,'vkterin!l-\Veather 
condition and run pha;;e. 
From these results and the post-run ratings discusscd in the 
next section (see Fig. 8), it appears that the workload increased 
with more severe weather and metering conditions. This is not 
surprising given that there were controller" s tasks associated 
with the aircraft that required metering and weather rcroutes. in 
contrast, the raw aircraft count docs not appear to cOlTelate 
with workload. This is indicated in Fig. 6 where a phase 
without cOl1vectiw weather received consistently the lowest 
mean workload rating in each run independent oraircraft count. 
Additional evidcnce is given in Fig. 7, which presents the mean 
vvorkload reported by the ZKC R -sidcs overlaid on the mean 
AC counts fix the Heavy Metering runs. Phase I of the 
Growing Weather run (upper portion) did not involve any 
weather cells, and the mean workload was relatively low 
despitc high levels o1'traflic. In contrast, the workload reported 
lor Phase 1 in the Decaying Weathcr run (lower portion) was 
much higher despite nearly identical AC counts. The only 
diHcrence was that Phase 1 of the Decaying W cather run 
IKe: Growin~ """.t,;h,e,.' ......... : ........ ", 
,v. 
, 
Time (mini 
'IIiIlWoridoad ,""ACCount 
Figure 7 1>dcan w<.)rkload overiaid \vith mean A(' ~·ount 
if1 (he Hcavy-(,rowing and Decaying nm tl.n tlw IKe tc:-t arc" 
stancd with weather cells affecting the test airspace whereas 
weather affected later phases in the Growing Weather run. 
2j POSt-RUlI Workload Ratings: NASA TLX 
In addition to runtime workload ratings. participants 
provided assessments of their workload {{)Bowing each phase 
and a1 the conclusion of each run. Participants completed two 
of six workload ratings mcntal load and time pressure -, that 
I<Jml the NASA-lLX workload scale [13J aller Phases I and 2 
in each run, They completed the full TLX scale ancr the third 
phase. in each case, the scale ran from 1 (vcry low) to 7 (very 
high). 
Comparing mental workload and time pressurc by the 
metering and weather conditions showed that on average the 
Heavy Metering condition (whichever phase it occurred in) 
was always rated as producing a higher workload than the 
Light Metering condition. When there was weather, workload 
was rated as higher than when there was none. A Friedman test 
showed significant differences between participants' responses 
on both post·run scales for mental workload (X\3)=12.g7, 
p~.005) and time pressure (X2(3)~13.7Y. p'~.O(3). 
Fig. g illustrates the mental workload mean rating for the 
four conditions (the graph for the time pressure variable is 
similar). Whcn the \veather and metering variables were tested 
separately using a Wilcoxon Signed Ranks Tcst, both the 
presence of weather and the heavy metering significantly 
increased participams' mental workload ratings (weather: Mno 
w<,ath<,,. -"-' 3.67, M1'''31h<'r -"'- 4,75. Z=3.27, p=.OOI), (metering: 
Mh<'Cl>ymclenng = 4.62, Mhghl-rn"t,'nng 3.41, Z=3.3X p=.OOl), 
supporting the real-time workload findings. However, 
although the level of metering was related to a signiflcant 
differencc in participants' time pressure responses (p=.OOO; 
Mh",\v~·-l1ldcnrlg = 3 .67, Mhght-nwt0nng --'- 2.12), the prcsence of 
weather was noL 
~hght 
~hfa\"v 
','!h.llif'f 
Figur<: it Ivkan mental workload aero;;:, (11;.: four study c<.Hlditions. 
Participants' genera! comments on the questionnaires 
indicated thal workload varied considerably depending upon 
the wcather and metering conditions. After phases with Light 
Metering and no weather, participants said the run was "dull 
and boring" and they "never bad to step in" to assist the 
automation; after phases with \veather and Heavy Metering, 
participants said "the workload was pretty intense" and lh31 
runs were "very busy due 10 weather rerouks". 
('. Safel.! 
I) Losses o/S'eparalion 
A LOS was recorded anytime two ain.:ratl were 
simultaneously doser than 5 mni laterallv and less than g{)O 
fed apart vert"ic,l!!Y. To be included in the'{()l1owing analysis a 
LOS had to occur within the tests sectors after fhe tirst :) 
minutes of a run and las1 fi.lJ· at leas! 12 consecutive seconds. 
These LOS events wcre further categorized iltto Operational 
ElTors (OF) and Proximity Events IPE) based upon the lateral 
separation al the closest point of approach (CPA) measured 
between the aircraft. If that distance was between 4.5 nmi and 
5.0 nfl'li horizontally. the LOS was counted as a PE: whereas if 
that distance was less than 4.5 nmi the LOS \vas cOllnted as an 
Of'. 
Across the 12 hours of simulation, a total of 1450 LOS 
events \Vere scripted to occur inside the test airspace, 325 in 
each Light Metering Scenario and 400 in each Heavy Metering 
Scenario. 42 LOS evcnts actually occulTed. Of these, g were 
PI::: and 34 were Of.:. Fig. 9 shmvs the number and kind of LOS 
per weather/metering condition. lnitial cxamiflUtions including 
video~based alwlyses were undeJ1aken io broadly characterize 
LOS in tenns of sector counts. weather, phase, shift changes, 
altitude geometries, locations. cause and severity. 
E2lPE 
DOE 
Figure 9. LOS t~)r each phase and weather/metering condition. 
~either the aircraft count nor the amount of weather present 
within a sector at the time of a LOS appeared to afIect the 
probability of a LOS occurrence. The sector aircraft counts for 
the 10 minutes prior to a LOS were averaged for each LOS, 
and this distribution of pre-LOS sector aircraft counts 
O\1inc..o.9.3. Max~43.2, M=26.9, SD=k.7) was seen to be 
generally representative of the full set of sector aircraft counts 
seen across all runs (Min~4, Max=62. l\.l-..c23.9, SD'-"9.1). 
Weather was present in thc sector of the LOS 11 times, but 
only five of these occurrences involved a situation where 10% 
or more of the sector was covered by \veather in the minutes 
leading up to and during the LOS. 
Interestingly, it initially appears fhat lime factors might 
have contributed to LOS events. Regardless of the sped iiI.' run 
condition, the majority OCCUlTed in Phase 3 (20 LOS events) 
compared to Phase 2 (12) and Phase! (10). Additionally, with 
respcct to the controller rotntion, 31 % took place within either 
the first 10 minutc~ or last 3 minutes of a controller's shin. 
Localions and altitude geometries revealed a signi fie-ant 
impact of arriva!!departurc nows of airaan on the oeeUlTcnee 
of LOS events in the simulation. A clear majority (62~/{)) of 
LOS events were located within portions of ZKC9k and ZID8} 
with {rame going to/from the STL and SDr airports 
respectively. Both aireran were !eve! at cruise altitude in only 
nine LOS ('vents; all others involved at least one airaalt that 
was descending (25, or climbing un. This supportS the 
common understanding that lransitioning aircralt pose the 
biggest challenge to eUlTCflt conflict detection/resolution 
algorithms. Video n:cordings of the radar scopes (as \\fell as 
radio communications) Cor each LOS were reviewed to assess 
potential causes:. Allowing for a LOS event to have more than 
one cause, eauscs \vcre initially attributed as follows: pseudo 
pilot mistakes (5~~i), controller judgmcnt/error (J 2(~>(1). 
conflicting resolution overlap between controller and 
automation (12%)), insullicicneics in trajectory~based conniet 
rcsolution5/trial~p!annjng (19{>~1), secondary conflict 
interactions during otT-trajectory opemtions resulting from 
prior tactical conflict resolutions (i.e. TS/\FE) (24\%). and lasl~ 
minute or no conflict detection (64(:/1)). 
Fig, 10 illustrates the relationship between cause and 
closest point of approach (CPA) of the LOS events. The results 
indicate that the majority of less severe LOS events (CPA> .) 
11m!) arc caused by connict detection problems that can likely 
be avoided by expanding the buffers around the separation 
minimum of 5 nm! when probing for conflicts. Conflict 
detection problems. off~trajectory operations following tactical 
TSAFE resolutions, and controller judgment elTors contributed 
to the most severe LOS events, This result indicates that 
additional research emphasis needs to be placed on the 
controller/automation function allocation in short-term conniet 
situations. 
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LOS (c.g. a LOS \vith a CPA <.)f2.:< nmi appear~ in fhe :1.0 distance bin). 
2) Hlealher Penctrmion 
Instances of aircraft penetrating convective weather provide 
another safety measure. As mentioned. there were two lypes of 
weather patterns used in both the Ught and Heavy Metering 
conditions: Decaying and Growing. The decaying weather 
pattern was present both in and ncar the test airspace at start 
time and gradually dissipated over the course of the first 90 
minutes. The growing weather pattern appean:d as a smaller 
collection of cells at the 90th minute and amassed over the final 
90 minutes of a run. These patterns were composed of three 
intensity levels (low, medium, and high), differentiated on the 
controller displays by color. Throughl)ut each of the runs. tht...' 
participants were asked to usc lateral reroutes to avoid the 
\veatheL The controllers used a 'time to weather penetration' 
indication in the aircrafts data tags to assess: when an aircraft 
needed to be rerouted, and interactive trujcctory automation 10 
plan !he weather reroute. Both based their weather pnxliclion 
upon ,,1l1 impedec! weather fi)fecas1 model that predicted that 
the current weather moved linear withoUl changing its shape. 
\vhilt: the actual \vea1her t...'hangcd its shape and direction every 
six minutes. Thercflm: reroutes that initially appeared dear of 
weather. could lead to a weather penetration a few minules 
later. because the weather behaved dillerently than predicted 
by the linear fbrccast mode!. 
The number of minutes that an aircraft was In weather at 
any intensity level was used as-the measure of comparison for 
the weather penetration anaiysls and is referred 10 as 
penetration minutes. Table 3 and fig. 11 describe hmv many 
penetration minutes werc scripted (green) into each scenarJO 
and how many penetration minutes actually occurred (blue) 
with controllers \vorking the traffic. 
L\BI.I 3: Alfh lL'IfT MI~\ "ITS I, \\TATifrR BY CO:\t)IT10\i 
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Figur..: ! I. rimdine of weather p..:nctration;> per condition. 
The totals in Table 3 and the time scries plot in Fig. 10 
indicate that the controllers \vcre able to avoid weather 
penetrations almost entirely in the decaying \vealher problems. 
The growing weather patterns posed a greater challenge, since 
the underlying forcas! model estimated the size of each weather 
cell to Slay constant while it was 
actually growing" In the Light 
Metering condition controllers were 
still able to reroute all but 29(;/0 (144 of 
5(2) of the aircraH succesfully, but the 
complexity and workload m the 
Heavy Metering condition caused 
49% (325 of 6(4) of the stTipted 
weather penetrations to actually occur. 
D 
schedule conj()fInance, issued either by the controller or the 
automation, can all impact lateral path deviation. 
When comparing the mean path deviation between the 
Light and tleavy tv1etering conditions. tbe data arc similar, with 
mean values of 0.67 nmi and 0.76 nmi of exira path length. 
respectively (Fig. 12, left). This suggests thaI .;ven in the high 
Light hh-n;v NOW" Wx 
M,z.teHhg MH0nr,g fr;}f15itiO(; 
Figure 12. :\-kan i)ath '[') ... viatioll t~;r the two frank dcma-nd levels 
(!eft), and th" three weather phas ... s (right). 
levels of densc trame experienced in the Heavy Metering 
conditions, there was still sufficient maneuverability in the 
~urspacc. This finding also indicates that, undcr this concept or 
operations, large increases in trame levels in the NAS can 
possibly be accommodated without loss of efficiency. The right 
side of Fig. 12 shows the mean lateral path deviation as a 
function of weather. Not surprisingly, as more weather is 
present, path deviations increase, albeit slightly. This may 
support the rcal-time workload results; however these insights 
arc preliminary more detailed analyses of the lateral path 
devbtion arc still in progress. 
2j Schedule COI1/i)rmance 
As the aircraft that were scheduled over meter fixes feeding 
congested airports len the test airspace, their Estimated Time of 
Arrival (ETA) was compared to their Scheduled Time of 
Arrival (STA). This measure \vas used to determine how well 
the contro!lers \vere able to deliver aircraft according to the 
arrival schedule. Fig. 13 depicts the schedule conformance. 
Similar to the path deviation data, there was little difference 
light 
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th~ ,ij<;trihulitln (i E:L\SL\ Ji~<.Tcpan~i~~ til!· (h~ tI,Hl 11:,lil~~- d~-ll1:H1d ic\'~L~ 
{uppal :l!1d fhe' three w<.'iHhcr rhases (itmw) 
hetween the Light and Heavy Metering t:onditions. On avcrag(\ 
scheduled 3irnaH arrived at their meter fix 7.56 sand 5.97 s 
later than their STA, respectively. This finding indicates that 
the increase in traffic demand into congested airports and the 
increase in metering delay to be absorbed did not prevent the 
controllers from consistently delivering aircraft on schedule< 
The distribution of this schedule conf<.mnance data is presenled 
in the upper histograms in Fig. 13 
As to the eifect of the presence of weather on schedule 
conformance, the data show that as more weather is present. the 
controllers tended to deliver aircratt later relative 10 the STA 
Given that negative values represent an aircraft arriving early at 
its meter fix, and positive values represent an aircraH arriving 
late at its meter fix. mean schedule conformances observed 
\vere L9X s, 7.24 s, and 10.08 s tel' the No \Vx, Wx Transition, 
and Wx phases, respectively. This is expected, given that 
multiple metered flows in the scenarios were at some point 
completely obstructed by the weather ce!ls. The distribution of 
this data, SL'Cn in the lower portion of Fig. 13, is consistent with 
both the lateral path deviation data and the real-time workload 
ratings. 
E. Accepfahili(v 
Six of the post-run questions formed an acceptability scale 
which followed the Controller Acceptance Rating Scale 
(CARS) developed by (14J as closely as possible. Although the 
first question was mandatory, the other questions were 
conditional upon previous answers. Participant answers were 
compiled to form a scale from one to ten where --I" indicated 
lhat the SA operation was not sate through to "10" indicating 
the operation was acceptable. 
The CARS ratings were compared ovef the three phases of 
each run. On average participants found the SA operations 
slightly less acceptable as the run progressed, that is, the 
highest mean acceptability sCOre was reponed in Phase I 
(M=7.15, '''Moderate compensation required to maintain 
adequate perf()rmance") and the lowest mean CARS was in 
Phase 3 (M=6.56, "Considerable compensation required to 
maintain adequate perfbrmancc"). These differences were 
statistically significant (';(2(2) 6.73, p=.035) \vhen tested with 
a Friedman statistic. This is due to operations heing rated as 
more <ll.:ceptable in the first phase than in the third. Shown in 
,. 
mMnm,g, """",ii""", [III .. 
acceptable 
,m((H\fen~iLlb!t' (2) utlcootrollable 
'Ii} _ ,H) 
perct"nrage of ratings 
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Fig. 14, (herc were 12 "uncontrollable" responses in phase 3 
(24.9°:;')) versus only .5 in phases I and 2 (15.6 1;/0). 
F. Functional Allocatioll henreen Control!er (11/(/ Automation 
In the third phase questionnaire, a question asked 
participants whether there were tasks that they would have 
rather done themselves or whether there were tasks that they 
would have liked the automation 10 perform. The question 
about additional tasks that parti~ipants would rather perf()rm 
themselves was asked 33 times. For 17 of these opportunities 
(51 (~<») participants identified tasks that they would like to do 
themselves. This suggests that in the other cases (16), although 
a panicipant thought slhe had only 'few' Of 'some' tasks. s/hc 
did not feel that s!be needed to take control of any more 
functions. The question about allocating additional tasks to the 
automation was asked 13 times. In all 13 cases. participants 
identilied functions that they would like to see automated. 
indicating that they felt they had too much to do. The bar chart 
below (Fig. 15) shows how often a participant voted that a 
function should be reallocated between themselves and the 
automation. 
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Figure 15: Count of hmdioll r.:-a!1o.:alioll Vo!e~ after rhH~':: .' in ca.:h run. 
The most popular function that participants wanted to 
complete themselves was approval or aircraft climbs and 
descents (13 of 17= 76(;/0), followed by manually solving short-
tenn ConniCiS (i-i of 17'-'- 47!;:()) and manually solving medium-
term conflicts (4 of 17= 23(%). No one preferred manual 
transfer of communications, stricter limits on medium-term 
conOiet solutions. or later auto~solving of short-term con11iclS 
to give them a larger role in these tasks. The most popular 
candidate for automating was putting free-track aircraft back on 
a 4D trajectory (12 of 13= 92(~';)), fi:)llowcd by trial planning, 
and sending weather and metering reroutes (9 of J 3"-'~ 69°,,()). No 
participant \vanted the range on their display to change 
automatically and fev,,- paliicipants \-vanled data-blocks to 
automatically expand or collapse (3 of 13c;, 23()/;)). 
VI. D1SCl.;SSlo:\ 
The results show that with this nlnCepL sustained high 
capacity is achievable. even in the presence of convcctive 
weather and with heavy metcring constraints. They also 
confirm the results !rom earlier studies showing that. unlih:: 
today_ aircraft count is no longer the primary limiting t1Klor 
and many more aircral'! Ihan today can be controlled, However. 
safety remains an issue, highlighling the importance of robust 
and reliable automation, While some of the LOS data seem to 
suggest valid dmllengcs fiJI' human operaiors (e.g.. greater 
numbers in the last phase of any day and also near shift 
transitions), the majority of LOS events were associated with 
the problematic complexity that comes with dense departure 
and arrival flows and fundamentally automation. rather than 
human, issues, Re(;ognizing this, the proper balance must also 
be struck between the roles of humans and automation in this 
concept to maintain a consistent and appropriate level of 
engagement for the controllers. 
This study provided a glimpse of how an air traffic 
management system works over tiIDc, something not seen in 
most studies becausc they have run~ that arc (by necessity) too 
short in duration. The results show that some events take some 
time to recover from, and even when a problematic condition 
nO longer exists, its effects can be seen in both controller 
workload reports and LOS counts. For example. the increase in 
reported workload matches tbe onset of weather but also 
persists al1er the weather is gone, implying that the controllers 
needed time to recover from its cf1Ccts. The acceptability 
ralings also imply that using a tool for an extended period of 
time is not the same as using it for a few minutes. There were 
many more "uncontrollable" ratings in Phase 3 compared to 
Phase I and Phase 2. Testing a tool ovcr time is important 
because i1 may highlight aspects of its functionality that need to 
be attuned I'or long-term use. /\Jso, the study revealed many 
humalH1Ulomation interaction issues. in particular \vith regard 
10 short-term conilids, and these require further research. 
VII. FUll!"!' WORK 
Future work will continue on many levels. The automation 
in our prototype will be improved to address the con111ct 
detectionln:s:olution deficiencies uncovered in this study, and to 
provide the additional functionality requested by the 
controllers. Research, technology, and procedure development 
will continue to improve the function allocation between air 
and ground and automation and controllers. Mixed equipage 
operations and oif-nominal situations will also be studied. 
VIII. CONCLUSIO~S 
The results from this study show that air trame control 
operations with ground¥baseo automated separation assurance 
can be an effective and acceptable means to roulinely provide 
high traffic throughput in the en route airspace. Controllers 
were able to work under this concept of operations in a realistic 
environment and round it largely acceptable. The results are 
promising. the automation will be further impmved to address 
safety issues. and new human-automation integration 
oJnsidcrations will inform future work. 
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